Triggerguard, Sand Cast brass...................... #TG-MA-119-B or S
This wide early emulates the style used by A. Verner and others associated with Allentown - Bethlehem, Lehigh Valley, or Buck's County makers. Sand cast of malleable brass or nickel silver, it may be formed to exactly match the profile of your longrifle stock.
We can recommend other Verner style parts for your longrifle.
#TG-MA-119-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50
#TG-MA-119-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $17.99

Sand Cast Triggerguards are exactly like those used on original antique longrifles. They require filing and polishing. They are sufficiently oversize to allow you to clean up the rough surfaces.
Original longrifles rarely used clumsy thick castings. When you receive your castings, study them carefully to envision the original contours, lines and edge shapes. Straighten, debur, and polish the surfaces with a file.
Made exactly like original castings used on antique longrifles, absolute perfection is rarely achieved in a sand casting. When you closely examine old rifles, you will often find minor pits or tiny surface imperfections. These are normal. Larger pits can be filled with flux and solder, as found on antiques.
You may inspect, and return or exchange any unsatisfactory part, of course. Postage is your only risk.
Please examine and approve the casting before you begin filing or polishing. After you begin your work, we cannot return your part to the foundry.

Triggerguard, Sand Cast brass, only ..................... #TG-MA-45-B
This Lebanon County style triggerguard is a yellow brass sand casting. The bow is long enough for double set triggers, if desired, and the casting is malleable to allow bending and shaping to fit your rifle's design. This triggerguard is reported to have been a favorite of the late Theodore P. Cole, whose replica flint lock was one of the first production locks advertised in Muzzle Blasts during the 1950s.
#TG-MA-45-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50